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Above: The initial velocity structure 

shows amongst all models, most mass is 

contained within the first 25,000 km/s.

Above right: The initial chemical 

structure shows an absence of a nickel 

hole in SUB1, whereas other models have 

the nickel hole (an artifact in SUB2 

having higher initial densities at the time 

of explosion).

Right: The temperature structure shows a 

much hotter profile overall for lower 

ejecta mass, leaving an impact on the 

ionization of the models.

• Uncertainties in progenitor channels.

• Evidence for a population of non-Chandrasekhar (sub and super) SNe Ia

events (Scalzo et al. 2014).

• Learn how to distinguish models photometrically and spectroscopically for 

a range of ejecta mass. 

• Understand the effects of heating, ionization, and temperature through 

diffusion for different progenitor masses.

• Potential  for making SNe Ia more standardizable for cosmology 

measurements.
What we did

• Evolve 3 models from Blondin et al. (2013) (DDC0, DDC10, DDC15, and a 

sub-Chandrasekhar model, henceforth named SUB2, CHAN, SUP, and SUB1 

respectively). SUB1 has been exploded as a sub-Chandra object.

• Scaled model abundances to have the same initial 56Ni mass (0.62 M⊙) with 

varying ejecta mass (1.02, 1.40, 1.70, and 1.04 M⊙).

• Used CMFGEN (Hillier & Dessart 2012) to run time-dependent radiative 

transfer  with 10% time steps, while treating two-step radioactive decays.

• After 10 days we allowed non-local deposition of γ-rays.

• After 100 days, a 10 day time step was used.

Left:  Plot of Lbol as a 

function of days since 

explosion. Models show 

agreement to “Arnett Law”, 

despite large differences in 

ejecta mass.

Right: Ratio of time integral 

of t*Lbol and t*Ldec. The 

dotted lines exclude γ-rays 

from Lbol. By 30 days a 

significant amount of γ-

rays begin escaping.

Our models (top & middle) show 

similar light curve morphologies. 

Models SUB1 and SUB2 evolve 

faster to maximum but are slower 

declining post B-band maximum 

(Δm15) compared to the higher 

mass models CHAN and SUP.

We note also that Lbol begins to 

converge at late times (texp>300d) 

due to energy deposition from e+

Models SUB1 and 

SUB2 are bluer for 

much longer

(below) due to 

higher ionization.

Model
t(Bmax) 

[d]

Δm15(B) 

[mag]

SUB1 17.6 1.05

SUB2 16.3 1.00

CHAN 19.1 1.09

SUP 20.2 1.12

Spectral Diagnostics

ModellingWhy is this work important?

It is a testament to SNe Ia being such a similar class of objects that 

we see such similar optical spectra at most phases. However, not 

all models are the same and differences manifest themselves as 

signatures on the spectra.

UV: Given the differences in temperature, we see for early epochs 

a strong difference in UV flux due to differences in ionization. 

Higher ionization in the lower mass models shifts UV lines to 

higher energy and reduces line scattering at longer UV 

wavelengths

Ionization: Since models SUB1 and SUB2 show high ionization at 

most epochs, enhanced effects from states like Fe2+vs Fe+, Co2+vs 

Co+, and S2+vs S+ can be indicators of ejecta mass. Within a few 

days around bol. max., S III λλ4565 triplet is strongest in SUB1 and 

SUB2, while showing weak absorption in CHAN and SUP. At 

nebular times all models show high ionization states of Ar2+ and 

S2+ with features like [Ar III] λ7136 & λ7751 and [S III] λ9069 & λ9531 

There is also an absence of strong Fe II lines shortward of the 

[Fe III] λ4658 feature at nebular times. 

IMEs: Given the mass scaling, there is a factor of 2 or more in 

mass of many IMEs, such as calcium, between models. This 

causes deeper Ca II NIR triplet profiles and stronger absorption of 

Ca II H&K lines, as well as the O I triplet at 7773Ǻ.

[Ni II] 1.939μm: One feature that stands out is the [Ni II] 1.939μm 

line. This feature is absent in model SUB1, whereas it is present in 

models SUB2, CHAN, and SUP, a result of having higher ion 

densities at the depth of formation. With lower densities, a higher 

temperature, and a larger UV flux in the inner ejecta influencing the 

photoionization, the high ionization and lack of [Ni II] 1.939μm is 

explained for model SUB1

Below: Two photospheric phases highlighting the UV 

variation and the spectroscopic similarities (and 

differences from IMEs) of the optical spectra. 

Left: Nebular spectra 

around 200 days post 

maximum, highlighting the 

high ionization of the 

models (lacking strong Fe II 

features in the optical)

Above: Near infrared nebular spectra of 

the models. The most striking difference 

is that SUB1 lacks the [Ni II] 1.939μm 

line (see text).


